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The attached documents are being provided to Switching Power Magazine for information purposes. This magazine is writing a feature article on the International Space Station Electrical Power System, focusing on the switching power processors. These units include the DC-DC Converter Unit (DDCU), the Bi-directional Charge/Discharge Unit (BCDU) and the Sequential Shunt Unit (SSU).

These diagrams are high-level schematics/block diagrams depicting the overall functionality of each unit.

6920/Gregory V. Schmitz, Acting EPS SSM Team Lead

This report is a preprint of an article submitted to a journal for publication. Because of changes that may be made before formal publication, this preprint is made available with the understanding that it will not be cited or reproduced without the permission of the author.
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Commands:
A = RBI Close
B = RBI Open
C = Pulse Enable
D = FI Active
E = Heater
F = Heater
G = BSCCM
H = BSCCM
I = DC Current
J = Battery Charge Voltage SP
K = Battery Charge Voltage SP
L = Battery Charge Voltage SP
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BCDU Error Signal Control and Interaction
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How Error Signal Relates to Power Flow

BCDU Power Stage
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